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About This Game

Rock, Ken, Bo is a 2D fighting game based on Rock, Paper, Scissors. Quickly switch between rock, paper, or scissors to attack
your opponent accordingly. Rock, Ken, Bo features 6 gameplay modes to challenge you and your friends with as well as a single

player story with multiple endings. Do you have what it takes to become a true Rock, Ken, Bo master?

EPILEPSY WARNING: Portions of this game can have rapidly flashing screens which may have the potential to trigger
seizures for those with photosensitive epilepsy.
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Title: Rock, Ken, Bo
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Xelphyre Games
Publisher:
Xelphyre Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Atom™ Z3735 or AMD A4-6210

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics (Bay Trail) or AMD Radeon HD 6310

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: For 2 player PvP, 2 controllers are required. XBox 360 controllers are the recommended controllers to use.
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Another great title from the people down at Rusty Lake. I finished the game at around 6 hours with a bit more content worth
poking around in. I would highly reccomend this game to anyone who is a fan of the point and click ganre. If you are hesitent on
picking up this game; play though the many cube escape series also by Rusty Lake. Those games are free online flash games..
Nice Game to play when you want to come down and chill. The controls on this game are a bit clunky and it gets repetative but
whatever it was cheap and I have a border collie so obviously I had to get it.. Playing through the first missions, it takes me
back, not just to playing this on the PS2 originally but just playing these clunky but fun games. Now all that needs to come to
steam is The Great Escape and I will have everything i need to die happy.

Plus the music... I love the music~!. I bought this game years ago, when it was on sale for \u00a310, and I do agree that it isn't
worth any more. HOWEVER, I've had a good few hundred hours of fun with this game. Yes, there are glitches that are unlikely
to be fixed, but only from side-areas of the game (ie, buying\/racing horses).
If you're not asking for much from a football game other than take-your-brain-out fun, you could do worse than this game..
Really enjoy this game. Fun bullet dodger with great upgrades that really make you come back for more. Check out my
gameplay for more excitement!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9qtYZlzle8I. Edit: I am at 3rd scenario, and I really don't know what to set on roll-sign
and service number, can somebody help me?

----

Nice DLC featuring uncommon location.

Pros:
1. Nice modeled Trains
2. Good physics, mainly brakes, which are a disaster in various other DLCs
3. Nice "security system", ATS, which is like a hybrid between AWS and PZB
4. Many settings in-cab
5. Spoken station annoucements
6. Stopping markers for individual doors, which just screams Japan
7. Enviromental effect (I don't want to spoil it) rock.

Neutral (not prefered by me):
1. I haven't driven the whole length, but atleast much of it is one track, I prefer multi-track routes.
2. Slow operation speed, 60 - 80 km\/h

Bad:
1. The track surroundings look somewhat outdated, but there are some nice effects like falling leaves. Nothing tragic.
2. Only one train.
3. Rain is falling though passanger area :-D

Note:
I still think that if DLCs were cheaper, maker would profit more, because $40 is just too much, considering I bought GTA 3,
VC, SA, EfLC and IV for $15... but I am train junkie, so.. :)

Note2: I purchased "Story of forest rail" which I consider bad, and Shanghai maglev, which I returned to steam. This is the first
route that I like from this developer.

Overall recommended

Scenario: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=729992633. no complains u get for what u have paid for. I
love this game so much. When I was going in to buy it, I just got it because I liked the style of it. But it was so much more. I
found out it got a 9\/10 on steam, and is a very legitamite game for steam and also xbox arcade. I reall really recommend it. It's
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in my top 10 favorite video games. And its a steal for the amount of entertainment and acheivments you can get. BUY IT
NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!. - love the visuals\/graphics a lot!
- I love my hands and the magic wand, incredible detail, great work!
- love the cinematic music!
- good sounds
- exciting gameplay

Please update the following:
- English text at least (or even English voice acting)
- supersampling!! I would love to play this game on 1.8 or higher! Currently no supersampling so graphics are blurry :(
- more content please!

This game could become awesome if you don't abandon it!
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The options menu is bugged. Once you choose it, you can't change anything and you can't exit the game. My knockoff Xbox
One controller didn't work with the game either. The game was fine for the $1 I paid for it but when I want to kick back, relax
and play a game in Big Picture mode as I did first with the game, it makes for a frustrating experience. If Steam doesn't start
vetting its games better so we can have a full console experience with no fuss and no bugs, the Xbox store will take over. I can
bet they'll make sure their games are a less frustrating experience for those wanting a more console-like experience.. Decent TD-
Game, unfortunately a bit unnecessary grind in the end, bc you need to collect the ingame-currency for updates to beat later
levels.
Still ok.. Awesome scenery, various weapons and strategies.

-You absolutely need to start you combo's before you enemy reaches you.-

It starts out pretty bland, just a few types of Ork, pretty straightforward combat. It very quickly becomes a lot more ...
interesting. There's no Arkham\/Assassins creed timed combat. You need to crowd control intelligently, kite around mobs and
use your firepower properly.

Early on, you're just chopping your ways through hordes. Soon enough, you'll need to be smart about picking your first enemy,
keeping an appropriate distance and timing your blows. There are no warnings or prompts, only enemies whose attacks are not
interrupted unless you end an appropriate combo before they can hit you.

11 hours of great fun on medium.. It's a cool soundtrack, and well worth the money . I just wish that it would show in the
"Music" section of my steam library .. Guys I'm 100% a biologist and historian, this is actually what happened back then.
Dinosaurs invented football and military grade weapons. We have found fossilized football courts and weapons.

PS. don't tell PETA about this game.
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